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Executive Summary
Abstract
Australia and the United States are similar in the size and complexity of their exclusive
economic zones, defined as the 200 nautical-mile wide band of ocean extending from their shores.
The two countries differ in their governance institutions for these vast underwater territories.
This paper compares and contrasts each country’s approach to governing their oceans and makes
recommendations for the newly created US Interagency Oceans Policy Task Force.

Scope and Relevance
This paper focuses on the institutions in place and under development in the United States
and Australia for governing the open ocean territories of those two countries. The scope covers
all tiers of government including local, state, national, and the participation of these countries in
international institutions.
For the reader to evaluate the political relevance and comparative effectiveness of these
governance institutions, this analysis must summarize sufficient context around the
environmental, socio-economic, and security interests in the open ocean. Also, since a common
ocean links all coast countries together, pollution and resource over-exploitation in one country
can have negative impacts upon another country. Thus, political issues around the tension
between national sovereignty and global governance are significant when assessing ocean
governance.

Intended Audience
This paper is intended for those with an interest in the effectiveness of governance
institutions over the Exclusive Economic Zone in the open oceans. Specifically, stakeholders of
the newly established US Interagency Oceans Policy Task Force may consider this assessment
when shaping US governance policy in this area.
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Exclusive Economic Zone
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
The United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III) convened between 1973
and 1982 and resulted in an international agreement that is now regarded as customary
international maritime law. This agreement, referred to as the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), came into force in 1994, and has 1158
58 countries and the European Union
as signatories.1 The United Nations has no direct role in the implementation of the convention,
other than meeting support and the receipt of instruments of accession and ratification. Member
states to the convention implement
mplement the covenants of the convention through the legal systems
within their sovereign jurisdictions. Members of the convention may settle certain maritime
disputes through the International Court of Justice.
Articles 56, 58, and 59 of UNCLOS define several
zones of water territory extending from the shores of
coastal states. Territorial waters refer to the area of water
extending from the mean low water mark (also known as
the baseline) outwards to 12 nautical miles. The Exclusive
Economic Zone referss to the area of water extending from
the edge of the territorial waters outwards to 200 nautical
miles from the baseline. Figure 1 - UNCLOS Maritime
Zones shows a graphical depiction of these sea areas as
defined by UNCLOS2.
Figure 1 - UNCLOS Maritime Zones

1
2

UNCLOS:
CLOS: A Historical Perspective ((1998)
Image sourced from Rosen (2008)
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Physical and ecological characteristics
The continental shelf is the submerged portion of land at the perimeter of each continent.
Consisting of a thick sediment bed, the shelf can extend as far as 500km from the shore before
dropping away to a much deeper abyssal plain. The Exclusive Economic Zone, as defined by
UNCLOS, includes the seabed of the continental shelf (out to 200 nautical miles), and the water
column above it from floor to the surface of the ocean.
The greatest abundance of life in the open ocean exists in the uppermost layer where sunlight
makes photosynthesis possible, however life is found throughout the water column and on the
seabed floor itself. Ocean currents spanning the globe continuously mix the waters within and
outside the EEZ. These currents play a dominant role in determining the climate of many of the
Earth’s regions and in shaping ecosystem health. Over time, these currents transport both
pollution and migratory marine species between the waters of different nations and to their
territorial coastlines.

Survey of public interests in the Exclusive Economic Zone
The public has many and varied economic, environmental, and security interests in the open
waters within the Exclusive Economic Zone. These interests are at times complementary and at
times in conflict. As mentioned previously, these interests may span the publics of more than one
sovereign nation. A high-level understanding of the interplay among these interests and the
ocean environment is critical when evaluating the relevance and effectiveness of ocean
governance institutions.

Commercial interests
Commercial use of the Exclusive Economic Zone includes the exploitation of mineral and
petroleum resources on the seabed floor. Member states to UNCLOS are given exclusive rights to
the exploitation of these resources on the ocean bottom.
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Commercial extraction of these mineral resources on the continental shelf is already
underway. Venture funded efforts to survey and map the deep-sea terrain regularly discover new
deposits. Mineral resources are particularly important given the economic expansion of China’s
industrial sector which consumes massive quantities of metals on the world market. The energy
industry, which already exploits deep-sea petroleum reserves, is particularly interested in the
promise of methane hydrates. This fuel exists in a crystalline structure in large deposits within
the sediments of the continental shelf. Estimates suggest that the total energy contained within
methane hydrate under the water may exceed the world’s known deposits of fossil fuels.3
The unknown potential for deep-sea riches is a significant factor when characterizing
commercial interests in the seabed floor. Country membership in the UNCLOS has in part driven
by anticipated future commercial advantages conferred by securing sovereignty over these areas
in the international domain. The countries involved appear to understand the lesson of the sale
of Alaska to the United States by Russia. Initially seen as a useless and barren icy wasteland,
Russia offered the land at very low price. When gold was later discovered there, Russia realized
that the sale price significantly undervalued the land. It has been suggested that the rush for
national claims to the exclusive economic zone is akin to the rush for colonial territory in Africa
in the 19th century (Ibid).
The fishing industry exists to extract commercial stocks of fish within the ocean, across
territorial, EEZ, and international waters. Commercial fish such as anchovy, squid, herring,
sardines, mackerel, tuna, cod, haddock, hake, pollock, salmon, and swordfish traverse the EEZ.
Commercial fishing contributes a significant primary protein source in the diets of people
worldwide and is also used as a fertilizer for agriculture. Many coastal community economies
depend upon fishing. Sustaining this industry over the long-term requires effective management

3

th

The Economist May 14 , 2009, “Suddenly, a wider world below the waterline”
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of the fish stocks over the entire range of the fish’s migratory routes. Overharvesting has resulted
in complete stock depletion (called crashes) whereby the fish species does not retain sufficient
numbers to restore a formerly abundant population; a situation that has bankrupt many
commercial fishing operations over the past several decades.
The shipping industry utilizes the waters of the exclusive economic zone for passage. Peaceful
navigation rights for the transport of goods through the waters of another country are critical to
the global economy, and the required international cooperation in this area is a critical
component of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea.
Communications and utility companies lay pipe and cable on the seabed floor, and require a
framework of international law to secure the right to do so. The global telecommunications
network sustaining so much modern economic growth is provided through the infrastructure that
lies on the ocean bottom.

Recreational interests
Public recreational use of the open ocean includes transit such as via cruise lines and deep-sea
recreational fishing. The health and abundance of coastal recreational fishing stocks are linked to
the effective management of the oceans beyond the inland waters. Off-shore pollution sources
such as plastics, sewage, and other toxins, eventually become deposited on coastal beaches and
wetlands which degrade the recreational and environmental quality of these spots. The health of
a country’s shores is linked to the health of the worldwide oceans.

Environmental interests
The ocean environment contains complex and varied ecosystems that interlink physically and
biologically. The oceanic currents distribute species and pollutants globally, while the ocean
food-chain, the cycle of predator and prey, spans the world. Species such as whales, sharks, tuna,
and salmon migrate very large distances between country’s territorial waters and across
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international waters. As with the issue of climate change and global warming, the health and
vitality of the ocean’s ecosystems depends upon the environmental practices of the population of
every country interacting with it.
Marine biodiversity, the diversity of species within an ecosystem, is an important indicator of
environmental health and resilience. Decline or extinction of one or more species can have a
dramatic impact on the structure and balance of all other species within the system.
The chemistry of the ocean plays an important part in the absorption of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere. Recent increases in this volume of absorbed CO2 have been attributed as the
cause to increased ocean acidity. Elevated acid levels in the ocean change the biological
ecosystems and in particular, negatively impact coral reefs.

Public health interests
Seafood is an important dietary component in many societies, with societies find their
primary sources of protein from seafood. Toxins within seafood, such as mercury and PCBs, can
contribute to elevated rates of birth defects, disease, and death. Contaminants enter the water in
a variety of ways, including agricultural practices and municipal and industrial discharges. As
stated previously, given the interconnected nature of the world’s oceans, the waste of one country
can affect the population health of another.

Security interests
The coastal waters through to the exclusive economic zone provide an important buffer for
the militaries of many countries to defend the territory from the hostile intentions of others.
Pirates and other criminal activity are of increasing concern to commercial interests who seek the
means for securing safe passage through the waters of another country.
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Selected contemporary issues for ocean governance institutions
When evaluating the effectiveness of ocean governance institutions, consideration must be
given to the ability for these institutions to create and implement policies that effectively address
contemporary political and environmental issues. As introduced earlier in this paper, the global
interconnectedness of the ocean environment presents transnational issues not well suited to a
national or functional system of resolution. This section outlines a few of these issues.

Resource over-exploitation and environmental collapse
The health and sustainability of fishing stocks over the long term often requires a deliberate
plan to harvest these stocks at a rate lower than the maximum possible, so that the fish
population is allowed to regenerate the numbers taken. If the fishing boats of one country set
fishing rates to sustainable levels without commensurate adjustments in the fishing practices of
other countries, the fish stocks remain in peril from overharvesting while simultaneously
conferring and economic disadvantage to the country behaving sustainably. Mitigation of this
issue requires improved coordination across all fishery management across the entire regional
and international span of the fishery.
Pollution from river sources, such as toxins and plastics pour into the oceans and then
circulate around the world. The slow degradation of plastics due to exposure to the sun breaks
these materials down into small pieces that are then inadvertently ingested by fish. Over time,
this presence of plastics in the food chain contributes to fish mortality and adds further pressure
to the health of fisheries.

Sovereignty and extraterritorial incursion
The UNCLOS confers rights of innocent passage within the waters of the EEZ. However, in
the age of global terrorism, significant hostile intentions can be disguised as innocent passage. If
a country interdicts a vessel suspecting hostile intent, the forum for dispute resolution is of
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material concern for many countries. An open debate centers on whether national or
international judicial structures are appropriate for resolving disputes of this nature.

Governing Australian Oceans
Summary and characteristics
Australia is also referred to as the “Island Continent” as it is entirely bounded by marine
territorial borders. This vast ocean resource is significant and in many ways central to Australian
culture. As of the 2001 census, 85% of Australian society lives within 50 km of the coast.4
Australia’s Exclusive Economic Zone covers an area of over 11 million km2, exceeding twice the
area of its land territory. Australia’s EEZ is the third largest in the world.5 Depicted in Figure 2,
Australia’s EEZ extends from its main continent, and also includes the continental shelf extending
from islands managed under its jurisdiction.

Figure 2 - Australia's Exclusive Economic Zone
4

6

Summary of the 2001 Australian census found at “Our resilient coastal Australia, CSIRO, 2009
Australian National Assessment Report (2002).
6
Image sourced from the Wikimedia Commons, 2008.
5
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Australia’s marine environments span a spectrum of unique ecosystems. For example, at least
80 percent of species in the Australia’s southern temperate waters are not found anywhere else on
Earth. The ocean environments range from Australia’s Antarctic territories to the tropical reef
ecosystems of the equatorial Pacific Ocean.
Australia’s marine industries contribute around eight per cent of gross domestic product and
contribute to around seven per cent of total exports. These industries include shipping, tourism,
aquaculture, fisheries, and offshore oil and gas.7

Governance Institutions
The Commonwealth of Australia formed through an agreement by six self-governing British
colonies which later became states. The Australian Constitution created at a Constitutional
Convention was later ratified by the colonial constituents through referenda. The
Commonwealth exists as a traditional parliamentary democracy separated into a bicameral
legislature, an executive branch headed by an appointment of the Queen of England and by
ministers drawn from the legislature, and a judiciary. Australian Federalism separates sovereign
powers between the states and self-governing territories, and the Commonwealth government.
Disputes between the States and between the States and the Commonwealth are arbitrated by
The High Court of Australia.
Australia’s governmental approach to marine management evolved over the last three decades
of the 20th century. The Seas and Submerged Lands Act of 1973 declared sovereignty and national
(Commonwealth) rights over the area of the exclusive economic zone. This act was followed by
the Offshore Constitutional Settlement in 1979, which is an agreement to delineate powers

7

Australia’s Ocean Policy Vol. 1, 1998, p.8
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between the states and the national Commonwealth.8 Much of the decision rights over the EEZ
went to the national-level government, while states’ rights remained within the territorial water
jurisdiction.
Australia became a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea the year
the convention came into force in 1994. Australia later ratified the convention in 2002. This
engagement within UNCLOS followed shortly after the 1992 release of a National Strategy for
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD). These two events precipitated a structural change
in Australia’s ocean governance.9
During this period, Commonwealth stewardship over marine management was divided
functionally across several national-level ministries. These included the Environment Minister,
the Minister for Transport and Regional Services, the Minister for Sport and Tourism, the
Minister for Resources and Energy, the Marine Group within Environment Australia, the Minister
for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, and the Department of Industry, Science and Tourism.10
This functional division of responsibility for the national level management of marine use is
consistent across many modern national bureaucracies. However functional-based policy
governance faces significant challenges when trying to manage an consistent outcome across
several overlapping policy areas such as is required when dealing with the ocean environment as a
whole. Furthermore investment coordination becomes problematic with government policy
design and expenditures in one functional area sometimes driving towards opposing goals within
another functional area.

8

Geoscience Australia, 2008
Ebbin (2005), p.65
10
Vince, J. (2004), p. 286
9
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Between 1996 and 1998, Australia developed and published the Australia’s Oceans Policy, a
landmark document that created a framework for coordinating marine management along the
principles of environmentally sustainable development. Key features of the policy include:
•

Regionalized marine jurisdictions for the purposes of planning and management

•

The requirement for Regional Marine Plans to be developed for each regional marine
jurisdiction, in partnership with key stakeholders.

•

Specification of key goals for Regional Marine Plans to include conservation requirements,
sectoral conflict prevention, and long term security to all ocean users.

•

Promotion of economic development of, and employment within, marine industries.

•

The acceleration of the implementation of Marine Protected Areas to preserve marine
biological diversity.

Within this policy framework, centered on integrated Regional Marine Plans, the
Commonwealth government established a governance institution to begin coordinating the
functional interests of the various ministries so that policies impacting the marine environment
could be developed and assessed against a common Australian Ocean’s Policy.
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The Institutional framework for Oc
Oceans
Policy as it stood in 2002 11 is depicted in Figure
3. “The
The National Oceans Ministerial Board has
primary responsibility for the implementation
and further development
pment of Australia’s Ocean
Policy.”12 Chaired by the Minister for the
Environment and Heritage, the board consists of
Commonwealth ministers responsible for
environment, shipping, science, tourism,
fisheries, resources, and industry. This board is
supported by a non-government
government advisory body of

Figure 3 - Institutional Framework for
Australia's Ocean Policy in 2002

experts on ocean governance called the National Oceans Advisory G
Group,
roup, and supervises the
Oceans Board of Management, which was reformed in 2003. The Oceans Board of Management’s
role is to oversee Oceans Policy act
activities, coordinate the Marine Division of the Department of
the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts with other agencies,, maintain a government-wide
government
focus, ensure accountability, and approve funding for projects consistent with the Oceans Policy.13
The National Oceans Office provided program support for the coordination of the creation of
Regional Marine Plans and communication to stakeholders.
Major impediments to the creation of Regional Marine Plans began when the details of policy
implementation
n faced the practical difficulty of reconciling differing interests at the state, local,
and tribal level in the Southeast Region. The national Oceans Policy, covering all marine areas
including the Commonwealth jurisdiction of the EEZ and the State and T
Territory
erritory jurisdictions of

11

Ebbin (2005), p.67
Australian National Assessment Report (2002)
13
Oceans Policy Governance (2007)
12
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Territorial Waters, did not have the acceptance by the States.14 In effect, State governments did
not recognize the legal authority of a national office in the implementation of plans affecting their
sovereign rights as described in the Offshore Constitutional Settlement of 1979. This led to
protracted delays as an underfunded National Ocean’s Office went about attempting to influence
bilateral agreement between stakeholders at the regional level.
These and other impediments to regional marine planning effectiveness were identified by an
independent review in 2002 and led to recommendations which were accepted by the government
in 2004. The institutional framework was changed to strengthen and expand the role of the
National Oceans Office. The National Oceans Ministerial Board was dissolved and primary
responsibility shifted to the Minister of Environment and Heritage. A new Marine Division of the
Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts incorporated the former National
Oceans office and retained lead responsibility for regional marine planning. With greater funding
and influence, Regional Marine planning proceeds under the auspices of the Ministry of the
Environment and Heritage.

Governing US Oceans
Summary and Characteristics
The United States possess the largest Economic Exclusive Zone in the world, exceeding 12
million km2 which is an area nearly 20% greater than its entire land area. This zone includes the
continental shelf off the coast of the mainland United States, Alaska and the Aleutian Islands,
Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and other US territories in the Pacific Ocean. Figure 4 depicts the extent of
the United States’ EEZ.

14

Review of the Implementation of Oceans Policy – Final Report (2002), p. 8
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15

This vast ocean territory covers a diverse ecosystem ranging from the Arctic cold water zone
to US states and territories in the tropical pacific.

Governance Institutions
The government of the United States, as created by the US Constitution, is a federal system
where sovereignty is shared between the central federal government and the individual states.
The US federal government consists of a bicameral legislature, an executive, and a judicial branch
with members chosen through very different electoral systems. This government emphasizes a
system of separation of powers across the federal government and between central and state
governments.
As with the Australian ocean governance system prior to the 1990s, the executive branch of
the United States separated federal jurisdictional responsibility for ocean management
functionally across a variety of agencies within the bureaucracy. In the US system of governance,
funding for the operational implementation of executive agencies is enacted by the legislature.

15

Image sourced from the Wikimedia Commons (2008).
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Over the years, different government
bureaucracies
ies have been established with
responsibility for functions overseeing
marine management. Figure 5 depicts a
representative set of US federal agencies
with marine governance responsibilities.
The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is an
agency within the Department of
Commerce with primary responsibil
responsibility
over scientific research and observation

Figure 5 - US federal entities with marine governance
responsibilities

over the US oceans.
Other functional responsibilities for marine management exist within US Geological Survey,
the National Park Service, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Minerals Management
Service within
hin the Department of the Interior. The Office of Water within the Environmental
Protection Agency maintains responsibility for protecting and improving water quality. Many
other agencies have responsibility over marine systems including the National Aeronautics
Aer
and
Space Administration, the US Army Corps of Engineers, the National Science Foundation, the US
Navy and the US Coast Guard, and numerous smaller agencies within the other departments of
the federal bureaucracy.
Stevens Conservation and management Act of 1976 established federal powers
The Magnuson-Stevens
over the Exclusive Economic Zone a law that was constitutionally upheld by the US Supreme
Court. The states maintain jurisdiction over the US territorial waters less than 3 miles (less than 9
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miles for Texas, the gulf coast of Florida and Puerto Rico) from the coast, subject to interstate
commerce oversight by the federal government.
Within the federal jurisdiction of the Exclusive Economic Zone, policy and budget
development occurs within the functional divisions according to the priorities of each agency.
The Office of Management and Budget within the executive branch reviews and these budgets for
alignment to presidential policy and proposes the final budget to the US legislature. The
legislature then appropriates funding for these budgets back to the individual departments and
agencies that originated the budgetary request. This system of functional governance over US
maritime systems exists to this day. Intervening attempts to improve budget and policy
coordination provide insight into US governmental systems.

US attempts to reform ocean governance
The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1982 met with a negative response from the US
administration. Citing objections around provisions for technology transfers to other nations,
President Ronald Reagan rejected the treaty in 1982 yet issued Presidential Proclamation 5030
establishing a US Exclusive Economic Zone in 1983. Given the emergence of the Unitary
Executive Theory propelled by US Attorney General Edwin Meese in Reagan’s second term as
president16, we may speculate that perceived infringements upon US national sovereignty and
presidential authority may have contributed to this policy decision.
The US Oceans Act (S 2327) in 2000 established a US Commission on Ocean Policy which
required to the President to submit a National Oceans Policy within 120 days upon receipt of the
Commission findings, in consultation with state and local governments. Coincident with the
creation of the formal US Commission on Ocean Policy, a non-profit non-governmental
organization (NGO), the Pew Oceans Commission, convened to address the same issues in
16

MacKenzie, J. (2008) pp. 17-19
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marine governance.
nance. Each commission reached policy conclusions similar to the Australian
Ocean’s Policy and submitted
ted findings to the administration of George W. Bush. The president
responded with Executive Order 13366 establishing an Ocean Actions Plan and a Committee on
Ocean Policy under the Council for Environmental Quality within the Executive Office of the
President. The structure of this governance institution17 is depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6 - US Institutional Ocean Governance structures - 2005

Very little published material is readily available on the output of this government institution
since its inception in 2005,, with the official government website for this committee no longer
published on the internet at the time of this writing
writing.. With the change of executive administration
in 2009, President Barak
k Obama established aan Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force requiring
r
it
to produce a recommendation for a national ocean policy and a framework for marine planning.
The interim report, issued on September 10, 2009, recommended elevation of the Committee on
o
Ocean Policy to a National Oceans Council more in line with the recommendations of the US
Oceans Commission. Despite the appearance of ocean
ocean-wide
wide governance structures, the
functional policy governance institutions for marine management within the US remain
re
largely
unchanged since their creation.

17

Briscoe, M. (2005), p.11
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Contrast between Australian and US ocean governance systems
Factors contributing to differentiation of approach
The US and Australian governmental systems are similar in several ways. Both implement a
system of federalism where powers are split between the national government and the state and
territorial governments. Also, both the US Federal government and the Australian
Commonwealth operate through a separation of powers split between a bicameral legislature, an
executive, and a judiciary. The legislature of each government is split between an upper Senate
and a lower House. Representation in the House in each country is selected proportionally based
on population, while members of the senate are selected equally from each state.18
While these characteristics convey the appearance of a very similar structure, understanding
the differences between US and Australian governmental institutions is material when comparing
the relative effectiveness of each government when initiating change in ocean governance. Unlike
the popularly and nationally elected US President, Australia’s parliamentary executive is selected
from the majority party leadership from within Parliament, including a prime minister, and has a
head of state appointed by the Queen of Australia.19 While the United States government was
constitutionally created to strongly limit Federal powers, parliamentary systems, such as in
Australia, are designed in a way where legislative and executive alignment through the dominant
party is easier to achieve. As Kingdon (1999) notes, “Because the various bodies are chosen in
different electorates and by different means, it’s possible for one party to control the [US]
presidency and another to control one or both houses of Congress, a situation that is rendered
impossible by definition in a strictly parliamentary system.”

18

Australian States each select twelve senators, while certain represented Australian Territories each
select two senators.
19
The Queen of Australia is also the Queen of England.
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The contrast between the political landscapes in the US and Australia during their respective
Ocean’s policies were being developed is stark. Between 1996 and 2007 when the Australian
Oceans Policy was developed and implemented, the conservative Liberal party dominated
Australia’s parliament and was led by John Howard, the second longest serving prime minister in
Australian history. In contrast, while the lower House remained in Republican control
throughout that same period, the party of the US President changed once between 1996 and 2007,
and control of the Senate changed four times. Considered within this political and structural
landscape, the conditions were significantly more favorable in Australia for establishing new
governance institutions for marine management.

Approach to initiation of change
Australia initiated development of an oceans policy, and subsequently established a
governance structure to coordinate planning and investment, in the absence of a legislative act
propelling or authorizing such changes. This suggests that relative unity within the ruling Liberal
Party, combined with the cohesion advantages of a parliamentary system, enabled substantive
changes to be decided upon and enacted relatively quickly within the Commonwealth
government.
In contrast, the US approach to ocean management governance was impelled by the
legislature through the Oceans Act of 2000. This law required the establishment of a commission
to recommend ocean policy and subsequent required the executive to create a plan. While the
minimum requirements of the law were met, the executive branch did not sustain the initiative to
ensure outcomes commensurate with what was achieved in Australia. A subsequent change in
leadership was required before an ocean governance initiative could restart.
It is particularly interesting to note that the tone of Australia’s Ocean Policy conveys an
acknowledgement that Australia’s Oceans are relatively healthy, but that a more effective
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governance system is required to keep them this way. This is quite different from both the official
and the non-governmental US commissions on Oceans Policy which characterize the situation,
particularly in the case of the NGO report, as a crisis requiring immediate action. In the case of
Australia, change is initiated even without a crisis, while even catastrophic language is insufficient
to compel change in the US that isn’t in the center of public attention. It is interesting to note
that the US approach to initiating governance change was also influenced by a non-governmental
organization which was sufficiently funded to prepare a report of comparable quality and scope to
the official US commission. This factor was absent in the Australian system.

Approach to functional integration of marine management
Over decades, both the governments of Australia and the United States incrementally evolved
a bureaucracy managing public interests in the marine environment along functional lines.
Science, fishing, parks, transportation, security, and other disciplines are each managed by
different components of their respective national governments. Both governments recognized a
need to coordinate policy and planning across these functional lines.
The Australian system produced a policy endorsed across the functional
departments/ministries and began coordinating national-level investments to align with this
policy. The coordinating council(s) included leadership within the executive branch, and
eventually moved under the auspices of a single Minister for the Environment and Heritage. The
US system also formed a coordinating council within the office of the President, but did not
appear to succeed in gaining alignment across the federal agencies, nor to use this as an
instrument for coordinating investment. The US system remains primarily a functional system
with investment management overseen through Office of Management and Budget (OMB),
without specific reference to a national oceans policy.
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Approach to integration across tiers of government
Where the Australian approach began to run into trouble was when trying to establish and
implement Regional Marine Plans. In contrast with the success and speed with which the
national policy and institutions were created, there was never broad acceptance of this policy by
the state and territorial governments20. While the open ocean within the Exclusive Economic
Zone is the focus of this paper, the Australian Oceans Policy seeks to manage all Australian
marine areas, including the territorial waters within the jurisdiction of the states. This requires
greater alignment between stakeholders at all levels to achieve long term objectives. The
Australian government began to adapt its approach to reconciling these interests in 2004, in part
through changing the governance institutions. Future US ocean governance models may want to
learn from this key implementation lesson learned by Australia.
Without an effective oceans governance instrument and overarching policy within the US,
cross-tier government alignment is addressed by each functional agency with marine jurisdiction,
each in its own way. Due to differing approaches by each Federal department to regional
planning, engagement, and collaboration, effective coordination and alignment of these efforts at
the local level is not possible.

20

TFG International (2002)
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Conclusion and Recommendations
The physical interconnectedness of the oceans links stakeholder interests within a nation and
internationally. Ineffective national and international governance of the oceans has contributed
to a significant decline in the abundance of important commercial resources such as fish, a
condition which will take some time to reverse. Increased security risks on the high-seas and
maritime territorial disputes over the arctic region heighten the need for international
cooperation. The governments of many nations, including Australia and the United States, have
recognized the need to reform marine governance.
International recognition of the issue began in the mid-20th century and steadily evolved into
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Australia signed and ratified this
document and continues to participate actively in the development of international governance
initiatives. The United States remains absent, but should not be. The interests of the American
people are best represented when the US government engages the international community to
ensure the behaviors of all are aligned with the health and security of the oceans. In 2006, The
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations unanimously recommended ratification of UNCLOS, yet
this has not yet been submitted for a floor vote. The Senate should take the time to design a
procedural vote which will ratify this international convention so that the US may take a
leadership position in the convention as the country with the largest Exclusive Economic Zone.
In parallel, the newly formed US Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force should also consider
the institutional approaches used by Australia, and take advantage of lessons the Australian
government learned about ocean management implementation over the past decade. These steps
may yet recover America’s leadership position on this important issue.
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